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What First Time Puppy Owners Should Know 

 

The best age to bring a puppy home is 8-10 weeks. That's the best possible timeframe, although 

bringing one home later than that hardly means your dog won't have any social skills; it just 

means that everything in the puppy's mind and body at 8-10 weeks is at a prime time for 

bonding and learning. 

The primary socialization period for puppies is between the 3rd and 12th week. An increase in 

social play is seen around 7-8 weeks, with hypersensitivity to unknowns happening between 6 

and 8 weeks of age. Puppies should be introduced to most of the situations they will encounter 

as adults before the end of weeks 3-14. 

Housetraining and House Rules 

One of the first things your puppy must learn is house training. Some puppies will have been 

trained by the breeder, some will not; it depends on the breed and breeder. Their bladders are 

tiny. You need to take the puppy outside to the area where you expect dogs to do their 

business the moment the puppy wakes up in the morning and after every nap, after every meal, 

after indoor playtime, and last thing at night. The more often you go outside and praise the 

puppy for going there, the faster your house training is more likely to occur. Do not punish a 

puppy in any way for an indoors accident; it just teaches a puppy not to eliminate in front of 

you. It’s a learning curve, just as it is for human babies. It may take longer than you think is 

necessary or possible, but it will happen with enough effort on your part. For the rest of the 

dog’s life, your time will be ruled by their bladder, but especially now. 



 

   

 

Just as puppies must learn housetraining, they also need to learn your household rules. If you 

do not want your adult dog on the furniture, don’t let the puppy on the couch even once. Of 

course, you do not want your puppy running out the front door at full speed, so it’s up to you to 

teach them to be in an alternative location other than the door when it opens. Reinforce the 

behaviors you want to see, redirect the ones that you don’t want to see, and reinforce 

behaviors that are incompatible with the undesirable ones (i.e., go to a mat instead of your lap 

during meals, chasing other pets, etc.). 

Whatever puppies perceive as acceptable behavior will be sure to continue. The entire family 

must be on board with the rules, or the puppy will be confused. 

Social Skills 

Puppy kindergarten is an excellent starting point so that your puppy gets used to other dogs, 

although you usually have to wait until the puppy is up to date in the series vaccine and 

Bordetella. They learn how to play with dogs that are not litter mates, and how to meet other 

dogs. Some will be more timid or outgoing than others, but being timid is a red flag and needs 

to be addressed sooner rather than later. If your puppy is fearful at 12 weeks, you are going to 

have a fearful adult. 

Basic social skills are an absolute must unless you are willing to live with a dog that may have 

less than desirable behaviors. Generally speaking, the behavior of such a puppy gets worse as 

they get bigger and older, so it needs to be addressed sooner rather than later. Going to 

training classes and regularly doing the exercises at home is your best bet towards having a dog 

that you can handle.  

Puppies explore the world with their mouths. They have tiny, sharp teeth that can’t do much 

damage, but can be annoying and somewhat painful if they sink into your hand during “play.”  

Although roughhousing will be taken by some children and puppies as a ton of fun, it can lead 

to the puppy thinking it’s okay to be rough and bite you whereas the opposite is true. Keep the 

play gentle. 

Puppies need appropriate socialization to grow into dogs that are good with people, children, 

and other dogs. Remember that socialization is about exposure and, from the dog’s 

perspective, good experiences. Puppies should encounter something new every day. Between 

8-12 weeks of age, the puppy should be around people wearing all kinds of things, including 

hats, beards, large purses, sunglasses, and noisy shoes. The more positive experiences the 

puppy has, the more confident they are as adults. They don’t have to meet people, they can be 

just sitting away from people, and you can click and treat as people go past. 

What You Need on Day One 



 

   

 

Since you will likely have been talking to the people who have the puppy, you have a better 

chance of having the right equipment at home on Day 1 because you will have had time to 

prepare. 

• Cleaning supplies. Your puppy may or may not be housetrained, and even if they are, 

they may get nervous or play too long to remember they are not supposed to go on 

your floors. Whether you have carpeted floors or otherwise, an enzymatic cleaner 

available at any pet supply store is a much better bet than vinegar and water because if 

the smell remains, the puppy will think that is an okay place to go. Read the directions 

on the cleaner to make sure you understand how to eliminate the odor at the source. 

 

• Food. Puppies need puppy food, not adult food. Your breeder should tell you what the 

puppy has been eating so you can get the same thing. Changing food without mixing in 

the previous one will increase the possibility of an upset tummy and the accidents that 

can result from a digestive upset. 

 

• Food and water bowls. While you can certainly use any bowls at home for food and 

water in the first week, eventually you will want food puzzles and toys. If you want 

bowls too, get some stainless steel or ceramic bowls because unlike plastic, they do not 

harbor bacteria. 

 

• Crate. Housetraining a puppy is a lot easier with a crate because dogs naturally do not 

want to sit in their own mess. Actually, a crate is helpful, but an exercise pen with a 

crate, feeding station and elimination station is better.  A puppy crate is meant for 

housetraining, not for tossing in the puppy when you’re tired of playing. Remember, you 

are using their natural instinct not to soil their den, and if you leave them in so long that 

they have no choice but to soil it, you are defeating your purpose. However, if the puppy 

gets wildly overexcited, don’t toss them into the crate to cool down because they will 

think that is punishment. Give them a long-lasting treat, food or puzzle toy to work on, 

or take them for a walk.  The crate should be big enough for the puppy to stand up in, 

turn around, and stretch out. Consider one of the crates designed to grow with the 

puppy by using moving dividers to accommodate growth. 

 

• Collar or harness and leash. A leash and something to connect it to is necessary. 

 

• Toys are invaluable to puppies, but you need to be careful to get safe toys that the 

puppy cannot get hurt by or bite off pieces. Puppies and adults can either fracture teeth 

from a toy that’s too hard or need surgery to remove a soft toy chewed into pieces and 

swallowed. Don’t let puppies play with your old shoes or they will think all shoes are 

toys. Like babies, puppies examine the world with their mouths, and they will chew on 

anything they can. Make sure it’s not something important to you! 



 

   

 

 

What you will need eventually, but do not have to have on Day One 

• ID tag. You can order these at a pet supply store or numerous online sites. Put your cell 

phone number on the dog’s collar or harness. 

 

• Depending on your local ordinances, your dog may need a city license. For the license, 

you will need to provide proof that your dog has been vaccinated for rabies, which 

should occur during your puppy’s vaccination series. 

 

• Medications: flea and tick preventive, heartworm preventive if you live in heartworm 

territory, potential deworming. Your veterinarian will guide you. 

 

• You will also need to establish a relationship with a veterinarian for the puppy, which 

means the puppy has to meet the veterinarian in person as per the Veterinary-Client-

Patient-Relationship (called VCPR). To remain valid, the puppy must see the doctor once 

a year in person. 

 

• Medical issues are cleared up most easily and with the least cost early on, especially 

with puppies because they have an immature immune system. If you’re concerned 

about something, go to the veterinarian, not Dr. Google. 

 

• Identify the veterinary emergency/critical care hospitals in your area and know how to 

get there. 

 

• Flat-faced breeds (brachycephalic), such as bulldogs, pugs, Pekingnese, lhasa apso, bull 

mastiffs, and English toy spaniels do not do well in heat and should not be exercised 

outdoors when it’s hot. Be careful to keep them cool enough to prevent heat stroke. 

Learn the signs of heat stroke. Other breeds can also get heat stroke. 

 


